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Although most spinal cord injuries are anatomically incomplete, only limited functional recovery has been
observed in people and rats with partial lesions. To address why surviving fibers cannot mediate more
complete recovery, we evaluated the physiological and anatomical status of spared fibers after unilateral
hemisection (HX) of thoracic spinal cord in adult rats. We made intracellular and extracellular recordings at
L5 (below HX) in response to electrical stimulation of contralateral white matter above (T6) and below (L1)
HX. Responses from T6 displayed reduced amplitude, increased latency and elevated stimulus threshold in
the fibers across from HX, beginning 1–2 weeks after HX. Ultrastructural analysis revealed demyelination of
intact axons contralateral to the HX, with a time course similar to the conduction changes. Behavioral studies
indicated partial recovery which arrested when conduction deficits began. In conclusion, this study is the
first demonstration of the delayed decline of transmission through surviving axons to individual lumbar
motoneurons during chronic stage of incomplete spinal cord injury in adult rats. These findings suggest a
chronic pathological state in intact fibers and necessity for prompt treatment to minimize it.

Published by Elsevier Inc.

Introduction

Most spinal cord injuries (SCI; ∼90%) are anatomically incomplete,
with spared fibers spanning the damaged spinal segments. However,
almost 50% of all spinal cord injuries are functionally complete, with
total loss of sensation and muscle control below the level of the injury
(Bunge et al., 1997; Burns et al., 1997; Little et al., 1999; Raineteau and
Schwab, 2001). Therefore we hypothesize that some of the surviving
fibers might not conduct or that their synaptic action is too weak to
elicit functional effects.

As a model of incomplete injury we used lateral left spinal
hemisection (HX), with the right side of the spinal cord remaining
intact. This model allows comparison of how acute and chronic
trauma affect the function of the surviving ventrolateral funiculus
(VLF) fibers. The VLF contains ascending and descending fibers that
are known to play an important role in a variety of sensory and motor
functions, including somatosensory function, locomotion, bladder

function and ejaculation (reviewed in Gramsbergen, 2001; Mayer and
Esquenazi, 2003; Schallert and Woodlee, 2003; Shefchyk, 2006;
Johnson, 2006; Jankowska and Edgley, 2006; Yukawa et al., 2008).
Although a variable fraction of VLF fibers in the white matter tracts
survive most SCI, it is not clear whether these surviving fibers can
affect sensory relay nuclei above the injury or motoneurons below the
injury, and whether transmission remains constant during the chronic
phase after injury.

To study the time-related changes in transmission across the
hemisection, we measured the intracellular synaptic response in
lumbar segment 5 (L5)MNs on both the left (lesioned) or right (intact)
sides, evoked by electrical stimulation of the ipsilateral or contral-
ateral VLF at T6 (above the HX), and/or at L1 (below the HX). In the
same cords, a tungsten electrode was placed into the right ventral
horn to record evoked potentials extracellularly. These responses were
compared in intact rats and at different time points after the HX, i.e.,
immediately, after 2 days, 1 week and up to 14 weeks. Prior to the
terminal electrophysiological recordings, locomotor function of the
rats was assessed in the Open Field, Irregular Horizontal Ladder and
Narrowing Beam behavioral tests. After completion of electrophysio-
logical recordings, the cords were processed to compare transmission
across the HXwith the anatomical measures, such as (i) severity of the
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injury (anatomical reconstruction), and (ii) the degree of myelination
and numbers of axons on the uninjured side of the cord using light and
electron microscopy.

Our studies reveal a decline in function of whitematter across from
the hemisection beginning about 1 week after injury. This was
associated with demyelination of axons within that region and
decreased locomotor function in challenging behavioral tasks. Some
of these findings have been reported in abstract form (Arvanian et al.,
2006a,b; Lou et al., 2007; Golshani et al., 2008).

Methods

Spinal cord injury and all experimental procedures were per-
formed in accordance with protocols approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee at SUNY-Stony Brook.

Surgical procedure for the hemisection lesion

Adult (∼210 g) female Sprague–Dawley rats were deeply anesthe-
tized in 3% isoflurane in 100% O2 in an induction chamber (1 L).
Anesthesia was maintained by administering 1.5% isoflurane in 100%
O2 through a face mask. Rectal temperature was maintained at 36 °C
via a heating pad and heart rate was monitored throughout the
procedure. Dorsal laminectomy was performed to expose segments
T9–T11 of the spinal cord using a superficial vein at T5–T6 as a
landmark. The dura was slit (1 mm) at the midline at T10. A complete
hemisection of the left hemicord at T10 was carried out with the tip of
an iridectomy scissors, as follows: first, while holding the dura and
lifting the spinal cord slightly, one tip of the scissors was passed
through the entire thickness of the spinal cord dorsal to ventral at the
midline; the left dorsal and ventral columnswere then cut from lateral
to the midline by closing the other tip of scissors; finally, while
keeping the cord elevated, one tip of the scissors was placed under the
ventral surface of the spinal cord (up to the midline) and any uncut
tissue in the left dorsal and ventral columns was cut ventral to dorsal
up to the midline. After surgery, the muscles and skin were closed in
layers with 4-0 suture. Antibiotic (Baytril, 5 mg/kg, 0.1 ml sc),
analgesic (Buprenorphine 5 mg/kg, 0.1 ml sc), and 10 cm3 of sterile
saline were administered subcutaneously. Bladder function was not
compromised by this surgery.

Behavioral assessment (see Fig. 5) and criteria for s exclusion of animals

Observation of the freely moving animals in the Open Field (Basso
et al., 1995) has revealed that rats and mice spontaneously recover
weight-bearing stepping in the hind limb ipsilateral to lateral
hemisection of the cervical or thoracic spinal cord (Webb and Muir,
2004; Ballermann and Fouad, 2006; Courtine et al., 2008). However,
severe deficits with no recovery after unilateral hemisection of the
cervical spinal cord were observed in more challenging tests, such as
Narrowing Beam and Horizontal Rope (Ladder) tests, which measure
primarily motor function (Shumsky et al., 2003; Liebscher et al., 2005).
Therefore, in order to examine the locomotor function after lateral
hemisection injury, the traditional Open Field BBB score was
supplemented with the more challenging Irregular Horizontal Ladder
and Narrowing Beam tests. Animals were pre-trained for 4 weeks
before the surgery for these tests, which were carried out at weekly
intervals for up to 6 weeks after surgery using the following protocols:

BBB scoring
Rats were allowed tomove freely and scored during a 4 min period

for their ability to use their hindlimbs by two independent blinded
observers. Joint movements, paw placement, weight support, and
fore/hindlimb coordination were judged according to the 21-point
BBB locomotion scale. Scores obtained by 2 independent observers
were averaged for each hindlimb.

Narrowing beam crossing
Rats were trained to cross an elevated progressively narrowing

beam (length 1.5 m) starting from the wide end (50 mm) and
terminating at the narrow end (10 mm). The beamwas divided along
its length into 30 equal units of 50 mm and the unit at which the first
slip off the beam occurred was scored by 2 independent investigators.
Trained non-injured rats completed the coursewith no slips or atmost
very few. Hemisection severely affected ability of rats to perform this
challenging test due to a loss of balance and coordination. The first slip
of either hindlimbwas scored because slips occurred randomly and in
most cases the slip of one hindlimbwas followed by an immediate slip
of the other hindlimb.

Horizontal irregular ladder crossing test
The animals were trained to run across a 1-meter-long horizontal

ladder elevated from the ground. A 60 cm stretch was chosen for
filming and analysis. To prevent habituation to a fixed bar distance, we
placed the bars irregularly (1–4 cm spacing). The number of foot slips
or total misses in three trials was counted by two independent
investigators and normalized by the total number of steps.

In addition to these tests, rats were observed in the Open Field at
day 1 post-surgery (to evaluate the level of injury), and BBB scoring
was carried at days 2 and 4 and then at weekly intervals for up to
6 weeks. Open field observations are particularly important after the
initial days post-HX when rats cannot perform the more challenging
tests.

Some animals were excluded from the study according to the
following criteria: (i) rats showing weight-bearing stepping in the
hind limb ipsilateral to the injury at day 1 post-HX indicating that the
hemisection was not complete (1 rat of 105); (ii) animals not gaining
weight, showing signs of autotomy, developing skin lesions or ruffled
fur, squealing in response to gentle handling, licking a particular spot,
or vocalizing were interpreted as suffering pain. These rats were
sacrificed after evaluation by the attending veterinarian (15 rats of
105). The relatively large number of animals excluded for evidence of
pain is consistent with the reported forelimb and hindlimb allodynia
induced by hemisection injuries (Christensen et al., 1996; Hains et al.,
2002).

In vivo intracellular recordings from individual motoneurons (see Fig. 1)
and extracellular recordings of the evoked potentials (see Figs. 2, 3) in
damaged spinal cord

In the case of acute SCI, the electrophysiological recordings were
made initially from the anesthetized (see Fig. 1) non-injured animal.
After taking control measurements, the spinal cord was hemisected as
above and recordings were made immediately after HX to demon-
strate the effect of acute hemisection on the synaptic input to
motoneurons from the contralateral white matter at the level of
injury. In the case of chronic SCI, animals were allowed to survive for
several days/weeks after the initial HX before recordings were made
in a terminal procedure.

All rats studied electrophysiologically were deeply anesthetized
using a ketamine (80 mg/kg, 0.5 ml)/xylazine (10 mg/kg, 0.5 ml)
mixture IP for induction, and 1/5 dose after that, as needed. Heat rate
and expired CO2 were monitored continuously. Dorsal laminectomy of
the spinal cord was performed from T5 to T7 and from L1 to L6. A
monopolar stimulating tungsten electrode was placed at T6 either on
the side of the HX or contralaterally as described in text for VLF
stimulation. This electrode entered the cord between the lateral side
of the cord and dorsal root entry zone, between the T5–T6 dorsal
roots. It was angled 25° from the vertical in the sagittal plane (tip
directed caudally), and lowered to a depth of 0.7 mm. Stimulationwas
also carried out at L1 (see below).

Intracellular recordings from motoneurons (MNs) were made at
L5 on either side of the cord using sharp glass microelectrodes (3 M
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KAcetate; 50–70 MΩ resistance), coupled to an Axon Instruments
amplifier, digitizer, and a PC. Motoneurons were identified by their
antidromic response to stimulation of the cut L5 ventral root. The
resting membrane potential of motoneurons used for analysis
ranged from −45 to −65 mV. For extracellular recordings, a tungsten
electrode was used to record composite evoked potentials from the
L5 ventral horn contralateral to the HX. It was positioned to enter
the right side of the cord at the dorsal root entry zone, at an angle
of 25° from vertical in the sagittal plane (tip directed rostrally), and
was lowered to a depth of 1.3 mm. These recordings were amplified,
digitized and stored on a PC. All records were analyzed off line using
PClamp 9.0.

Synaptic responses on both sides of the cord were evoked by
electrical stimulation VLF at T6 (rostral to the HX) both ipsilateral and
contralateral to the HX. These recordings were made to detect the
functional connections from axons passing through the injured region.
If VLF stimulation above the injury level failed to evoke a response in
L5 MNs, we moved the stimulating electrode caudal to the HX and
recorded responses at L5 evoked by stimulation of VLF at L1. In many

cases we managed to record responses evoked by stimulation of VLF
rostral and caudal to HX in the same motoneuron. The VLF stimulus
had a duration of 50 μs and was delivered at 1 Hz. The intensity was
chosen to evoke a maximum response. It usually ranged from 40–
70 μA for the ipsilateral stimulus and 120–270 μA for contralateral
stimulus in uninjured cords, and 400–700 μA from contralateral T6
VLF in hemisected cords. The threshold and themaximum stimulation
currents were determined by examining responses to currents of
increasing intensity.

The amplitude of the maximum response was measured using an
average of 200 (extracellular recordings) or 50 (intracellular record-
ings) consecutive responses. Responses to a given stimulus were
averaged over all motoneurons recorded in each rat. These average
values were compared over all animals in a given condition, i.e. the
degrees of freedom are derived from the number of animals, not the
total number of cells. Data were compared first by carrying out one-
way ANOVA (Sigmastat 2.0). If significant differences were observed
between the groups, a Student–Newman–Keuls test was used for
pairwise multiple comparisons between them.

Fig. 1. Chronic injury, but not acute injury, induces decay of transmission to motoneurons through white matter contralateral to HX. Intracellular recordings were made in vivo from
L5 motoneurons ipsilateral to T6 hemisection. Stimulation of ipsilateral and contralateral VLF at T6 above the level of injury. (a–c) Responses from (a) ipsilateral and (b) contralateral
VLF rostral to HX, and (c) ipsilateral VLF caudal to HX. Records displayed are among the largest responses for each group (average of 50 consecutive traces), with the arrow indicating
the stimulus artifact at the left. Insets: superimposed 10 responses from same cell evoked by stimulation of the ipsilateral and contralateral VLF, respectively. Conditions: (i) intact
spinal cord, (ii) same cord as above, but 10 min after HX, (iii) different cord, 4 weeks post-HX. (d) Position of the recording and stimulating electrodes. (e) Reconstruction of the injury
from T10 cross-sections from the cord presented in (iii); reconstruction from 3 sections 50 μMapart superimposed onto templatesmodified from (Paxinos et al., 1985). (f) Summary of
results demonstrating the decline in magnitude of motoneuron responses in L5 ipsilateral to HX at T10 (stimuli were delivered at T6 ipsilateral and contralateral to the HX, and at L1
ipsilateral to the HX; the symbols above some of the bars represent a significant decline from controls (pb0.05); all means were derived from n=5–9 rats, and for each rat the
response was an average of the maximum responses recorded intracellularly from 5 to 7 motoneurons).
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Histology to determine extent of the injury

After completion of electrophysiological recording the rats were
intracardially perfused and spinal cords prepared for morphological
evaluation of the injury site. A 1-cm segment of cord at the lesion zone
was cut on a cryostat at 10 μm, and the Cresyl Violet stained sections
were viewed using a Zeiss Axioskop upright microscope. Images were
captured using a Spot RT camera and ImagePro Plus software (Media
Cybernetics, Inc.) and used for reconstructions of the injury site, as
previously described (Liebscher et al., 2005; Arvanian et al., 2006a,b;
see Fig. 1).

Estimation of myelinated and total axon counts

Plastic embedding of a 2-mm-long piece of the fixed spinal cord at
the lesion epicenter was prepared as described previously (Pearse et
al., 2005; Fouad et al., 2005). Total numbers of myelinated axons in the
VLF region were counted using computer-assisted microscopy and
Stereoinvestigator software (MicroBrightfield) in three 1 μm plastic
toluidine-blue stained semi-thin transverse sections taken from the
tissue block. The three values were then averaged for a final estimate.
For myelinated/unmyelinated axon ratios in the VLF, thin sections
from the tissue block were examined and photographed using a
Philips CM10 electron microscope. Total fiber number was calculated
by multiplying myelinated axon count and ratio of unmyelinated to
myelinated axons and adding the resulting number to the myelinated
axon count.

Electron micrographs prepared for myelinated axon counts were
also used for the calculation of the G ratio. The G ratio is defined as a
ratio of myelin sheath thickness to the diameter of the axon (Keirstead
et al., 2005). Measurements were performed on 8 micrographs from
random fields of the VLF (16,500 magnification) with every myeli-
nated axon within the image analyzed; 200–250 axon profiles were
sampled per animal (n=3 per group). Non-symmetrical axon
diameters were measured along two different axes to yield more
accurate values. One way ANOVA analysis was performed followed by
a Tukey multiple comparisons post-test to compare groups. A p value
of b0.05 was deemed significant.

Results

VLF to motoneuron connections in normal animals

In uninjured rats, stimulation of the left VLF at T6 evoked responses
in ipsilateral L5 motoneurons averaging 5.8±0.9 mV (n=14) in peak
amplitude and 1.4±0.2 ms in latency (i.e. measured from stimulus
artifact to response onset) (Fig. 1). Stimulation of the contralateral
right VLF at T6 evoked a synaptic response in the same motoneurons,
but these responses exhibited a somewhat smaller peak amplitude
(2.8±0.3 mV, n=14) and markedly longer latency (6.0±0.7 ms). The
difference in latency of the response from contralateral and ipsilateral
VLF was statistically significant (pb0.05, n=14). In addition, the shape
of these responses was very different. The short-latency responses
from ipsilateral VLF exhibited a brief rise time and consecutive

Fig. 2. Extracellular responses in L5 ventral horn contralateral to HX elicited by stimulation at T6 contralateral to HX. Diagrams show positions of the recording tungsten electrode
(right-side ventral horn) and the stimulating electrode (right side VLF), stimulus intensities (at 1 Hz stimulation rate) and the lesion at T10. All superimposed traces are the successive
responses evoked by stimuli of opposite polarity (50 consecutive traces each polarity, blue and red). We confirmed the neural basis of the recorded waves by demonstrating their
invariance in response to changing stimulus polarity. (a) Representative traces recorded in the intact cord. Note amarked fluctuation in both amplitude and latency in up-goingwaves
(ii and iii), but not in the shortest-latency up-going wave (i), at a stimulus frequency of 1 Hz (these fluctuations of waves ii and iii were even more apparent when the stimulation
frequency was raised to 10 Hz; not shown). (b) Left hemisection (denoted as shaded triangle) did not induce marked changes of the evoked potentials conducted through the right
uninjured side across from HX. (c) Hemisection of left cord extended to include half the right cord (overhemisection) resulted in smaller amplitude responses. (d) Complete
transection of the cord (both left and right sides) completely abolished evoked responses, even at higher stimulus intensity.
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responses (at 1 Hz frequency) were almost identical during the rising
phase (see insets in Fig. 1ai). In contrast, the longer-latency responses
from contralateral VLF had markedly longer rising time-to-peak and
showed greater fluctuation rate in both amplitude and latency (see
insets in Fig. 1bi). The other difference was the significantly higher
level of stimulus intensity required to evoke a maximal contralateral
response, i.e., 55.2±13.5 μA for the ipsilateral stimulus and 198.4
±27.5 μA for the contralateral stimulus, respectively (pb0.05, n=14).
The short latency and high reliability of the ipsilateral response
suggests that it was almost certainly monosynaptic. The contralateral
response is more difficult to characterize. It required much higher
stimulus current suggesting the possibility that smaller, slower
conducting fibers were responsible, and the long latency and
fluctuations suggest that additional synapses were probably involved
in this crossed projection.

VLF to motoneuron connections after spinal cord hemisection

After measurements of ipsilateral and contralateral responses in
uninjured spinal cord, we performed a HX of the left lateral side of the
cord at T10 while the animal was anesthetized, and the same
responses were examined (Fig. 1-ii). As expected, the monosynaptic
response in motoneurons at L5 from stimulating ipsilaterally (at T 6)
above the lesion (T10) vanished. However, in the same motoneuron
the long latency responses following stimulation of the contralateral
right VLF at T6 above the HX remained, and the peak amplitude of
these responses was not significantly different from that prior to HX
(i.e., 2.8±0.7 mV pre-HX vs 2.5±0.5 mV post-HX, n=5, pN0.05). These
results suggest that the surgery did not produce immediate damage to
the contralateral side.

To investigate the effects of chronic hemisection on these
connections, hemisected rats were allowed to survive for up to

14 weeks, and electrophysiological recordings were carried out in
terminal experiments at 2 days, 1 week, 2 weeks and 3- to 14 weeks
post-HX. The response in L5 motoneurons from contralateral T6 VLF
stimulation was unaffected 2 days post-HX. However, beginning
1 week post-HX, this response declined andwasmarkedly diminished
by 2 weeks post-HX, even when high (up to 700 μA) intensity stimuli
were applied (Fig. 1-iii). Furthermore, the responses remained
diminished for the remainder of the 14 weeks period post-HX that
was investigated. While transmission from VLF rostral to the HX
remained depressed, motoneurons still received inputs from the
ipsilateral VLF caudal to HX, although these responses became
somewhat smaller in amplitude in comparison to with non-injured
ipsilateral controls (trace C-iii in Fig. 1). No change in latency was
observed in these ipsilateral projections caudal to Hx. A summary of
these results is presented in Fig. 1f. They suggest that there was a
failure of conduction of the contralateral VLF through the segment of
injury, which started to develop 1 week after the HX.

After completion of the electrophysiological recordings all rats
were perfused, and cross-sections were processed to evaluate the
extent of the HX by digital reconstruction (Fig. 1e). We found that
injuries were uniform, with complete lesion of the left half of the cord.
There was no correlation between the size of the lesioned area and
transmission from the contralateral VLF to ipsilateral motoneurons at
the different times after HX (not shown).

Conduction in the VLF contralateral to the lesion side: extracellular
recordings

The results in the previous paragraph suggested that there might
be a delayed conduction deficit developing in unlesioned VLF axons
contralateral to the injury. We tested this hypothesis first by recording
extracellularly from VLF axons in response to stimulation above and

Fig. 3. Intracellular and extracellular recordings demonstrating conduction deficit and decay of transmission contralateral to chronic HX. Diagrams show position of recording
electrodes (intracellular— clear arrow and extracellular— solid arrow) and stimulating electrodes (red and blue), and stimulus intensity required to evoke responses in uninjured and
chronically injured spinal cords. a1: intact spinal cord. Stimulation of right VLF at T6 elicits EPSP in an L5 motoneuron on the same side that is similar in amplitude and of longer
latency than the response elicited in the same motoneuron by stimulation at L1. Intracellular records showing the difference in EPSP latency were used for measurements of
conduction velocity rather than extracellular records because the latter were often contaminated by the stimulus artifact particularly from the caudal position (L1). a2, b2: chronic left
hemisected spinal cord (2 weeks post-hemisection). Intracellular and extracellular responses at right L5 ventral horn elicited by stimulation of right VLF at T6 (a2, b2) are
considerably smaller than the responses elicited at the same electrodes by stimulation at L1 (a3, b3).
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below the lesion level (Fig. 2). In the uninjured spinal cord, electrical
stimulation of the right VLF at T6 (ipsilateral to tungsten recording
electrode) usually evoked a response that consisted of 2 or 3 peaks.
Measurements of latency and frequency sensitivity suggested that the
shortest-latency and high-frequency-resistant wave (i) represents the
volley of action potentials in axons traveling through thewhite matter,
while waves (ii) and (iii) represent synaptic responses (Fig. 2). These
peaks were all preserved immediately after left HX with no significant
changes in amplitude (pN0.05, n=7, Fig. 2). Further investigation
revealed that all peaks were preserved even after transection of 2/3 of
the cord (n=3, Fig. 2), but were eliminated after complete transection
(n=4, Fig. 2).

In order to compare the ability of VLF to transmit through the
intact side from segments above the hemisection to below, we
measured the maximum amplitude of the volleys and synaptic
response recorded in L5 in response to stimulation at T6 in intact
(uninjured) preparations, after acute hemisection (Fig. 2), and after
chronic hemisection (Fig. 3). In the same preparations we also
recorded the stimulus intensity required to obtain a threshold
response and the maximum response. We measured the amplitude
of the extracellularly recorded evoked potentials as the peak to peak
voltage of the volley and the synaptic response (volley of action
potentials generally at 0.5–1 ms, synaptic response generally at 3–
5 ms). The results are displayed in Table 1 where it is shown that there
was no difference between the amplitude of the synaptic responses
obtained after acute hemisection (compared to the intact). In contrast,
after chronic hemisection, the synaptic responses were smaller and
required greater stimulus intensity to obtain them. In addition, the
action potential volleys conducted across the segment contralateral to
HX were also substantially reduced after chronic hemisection
(Table 1). The diminished responses from fibers crossing the injury
segment on the contralateral side in chronically hemisected rats
could not be enhanced by repositioning either the recording or
stimulating electrode by as much as 0.5 mm rostrocaudal and/or
mediolateral, indicating that the decline was not the result of the
location of the electrodes, but rather was the result of diminished
conduction across the HX. These results indicate that fibers passing
through the region across from the HX underwent a change in
their properties beginning about 1–2 weeks after HX. In contrast,
volleys measured from L1 stimulation (below HX) were similar to
those obtained in intact animals.

Intracellular recordings from motoneurons

Consistent with these extracellular recording results, intracellular
recordings frommotoneurons contralateral and caudal to HX revealed
marked changes in synaptic responses evoked by stimulation of VLF
on the intact side of the spinal cord rostral to the level of the chronic
HX (Fig. 3; Table 2— compare rows 1 and 2). The responses exhibited a
decline in amplitude, an increase in latency and an increase in the
stimulus intensity required to elicit the maximum response (pb0.05,
One Way ANOVA). In these experiments we also systematically
determined the same parameters in response to stimulation at L1,
caudal to HX. As observed in Table 2 (see also Fig. 3) responses from L1

after chronic T10 HX were similar to those observed in the intact
spinal cord. The difference in latency of synaptic responses evoked
from above and below T10 permitted an estimate of conduction
velocity of fibers crossing this segment. It averaged 39±5m/s (n=7) in
uninjured cords and 22±4m/s (n=10) in chronically hemisected cords
(pb0.05). These findings suggest that fibers passing directly across
from the HX were affected by the HX but that a population of
propriospinal fibers in lumbar cord was relatively unaffected in their
properties despite T10 HX.

Estimation of myelinated and total axon counts in the region of the VLF

We used light and electron microscopy to investigate quantita-
tively whether the decay of transmission and the decrease in
conduction velocity following chronic HX was due to a decrease in
either total axon number or the number of myelinated axons within
the white matter contralateral to the HX. After completion of
electrophysiological recordings, animals were perfused and spinal
cords prepared for morphological evaluation at different time points
post-injury: 10 min post-HX (acute injury) and 2- or 6-weeks post-HX
(chronic injury; 4 rats in each group). Tissue specimens were then
evaluated for central axonmyelination on the right side of the thoracic
spinal cord at T10 (the intact side). A decreasing trendwas observed in
total axon number with the onset of chronic HX (258,135±22,335
acute HX; 194,487±81,082 2weeks post-HX; 191,766±25,252 6weeks
post-HX), but there was no statistically significant difference between
the three groups (one way ANOVA, Kruskal–Wallis test, pN0.05).
Importantly, we noted a statistically significant decrease in the
number of myelinated axons in the spared white matter in chronic
versus acute HX rats (i.e. 99,491±3222 acute HX vs 56,480±7094
2 weeks post-HX and 62,632±2809 6 weeks post-HX, pb0.05) (Fig. 4).
The percentage ofmyelinated fibers, calculated as a percent of the total
number of axons, was lower in chronically vs acutely HX rats (38±3%
acute HX, 28±2% 2 weeks post-HX and 35±2% 6 weeks post-HX), but
these differences were not statistically significant (pN0.05).

Examination of the VLF revealed a mixed population of both large
and small diameter axons with various degrees of myelin thickness of
each animal, as expected for the different axonal populations within

Table 1
Extracellular recording of synaptic response at L5 in response to VLF stimulation at T6

Conditions Stimulus location Stimulus intensity
(threshold) (μA)

Stimulus intensity
(max. response) (μA)

Maximum synaptic response
amplitude (mV)

Maximum volley
amplitude (mV)

Intact (n=7) Right VLF at T6 32±13 85±27 0.7±0.2 1.2±0.5
Immediately after left HX

at T10 (n=6)
Right VLF at T6 34±13 92±25 0.6±0.2 1±0.4

2+ weeks after left HX
at T10 (n=11)

Right VLF at T6 250±36⁎ 535±67⁎ 0.09±0.04⁎ 0.05±0.05⁎

Note that parameters immediately after HX are virtually unchanged from intact preparations.
After chronic HX, required stimulus intensity is elevated (⁎pb0.05) and amplitude of the maximum synaptic and volley responses are diminished (⁎pb0.05).

Table 2
Intracellular recording frommotoneurons at L5 (right side of spinal cord) in response to
stimulation of VLF at T6 and L1

Preparation Stimulus
location

Stimulus intensity
(max. response) (μA)

Maximum response
amplitude (mV)

Latency
(ms)

Intact (n=5) Right VLF (T6) 76±15 5.1±0.8 1.3±0.2
Chronic HX at

T10 (n=7)
Right VLF (T6) 514±54⁎ 0.9±0.2⁎ 1.8±0.2⁎

Intact (n=5) Right VLF (L1) 59±9 4.5±0.7 0.8±0.1
Chronic HX at

T10 (n=7)
Right VLF (L1) 65±7 2.5±0.6 0.9±0.6

Intact and chronic HX of left cord at T10. Note the difference between the responses
elicited above the level of HX in intact and chronic HX cords (reduced response
amplitude, increased latency, increased stimulus current required; ⁎pb0.05). Note the
similarity in the parameters in intact and injured cord when stimulation was at VLF
below the HX.
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this tract (Antonino-Green et al., 2002). The G ratio for the uninjured
controls was determined to be 43.86±3.26%. Only after chronic SCI
was there a significant change in the G ratio, a decrease to 36.25
±3.76%, pb0.001. No difference was seen between acute SCI and
uninjured groups. The decrease in G ratio demonstrates that the
thickness of myelinwraps per axonwas significantly less in animals in
the chronic SCI phase.

Behavioral assessments

Prior to HX, rats were pre-trained for 4 weeks and locomotor
behavior was observed using the open field BBB analyses, the Irregular
Horizontal Ladder Crossing test and the Narrowing Beam Crossing
test. Scores were taken prior to HX and then at different time points
post-HX (Fig. 5). Consistent with previous observations (Ballermann
and Fouad, 2006; Courtine et al., 2008), spontaneous partial recovery
of locomotion of both hindlimbs, ipsilateral and contralateral to HX,
occurred during the 2weeks following lateral HXof the thoracic spinal
cord (Fig. 5). In the case of the open field BBB analyses, when the rats
were not challenged, the degree of locomotor recovery was high and
most rats displayed weight-bearing plantar stepping of both
hindlimbs, although rotation of the hindlimbs was characteristic for
the majority of hemisected rats. In contrast, an obvious and severe
impairment was revealed when the rats performed more challenging
tasks, e.g. the Irregular Horizontal Ladder Crossing test and the
Narrowing Beam Crossing tests which were more challenging (Fig. 5).
In all three tests the locomotor recovery of both hindlimbs reached a
plateau at about 2 weeks post-HX and further recovery did not take
place. Interestingly, this time point coincided with the decline of
transmission in the contralateral VLF across from the HX.

Discussion

The major finding from this research is that hemisection at T10
reduces transmission from the contralateral white matter above the
hemisection to target cells in the lumbar spinal cord. The deficits in
conduction for fibers running through the segment that had been
hemisected contralaterally did not develop immediately after hemi-
section, but only after 1–2weeks. It wasmeasured as amarked decline

in amplitude of the conducted volleys and synaptic responses below
the segment of HX. In chronically hemisected rats these responses
were always subthreshold for action potential generation, which
required intracellular recording in order to be measured. The latency
of these synaptic responses was increased suggesting a reduction of
the conduction velocity of the axons (Figs. 1–3). The electrical
threshold to obtain fiber volleys and synaptic responses was elevated
by roughly a factor of 10. All of these changes are suggestive of
alterations in the properties or composition of the fiber tract spanning
the segment opposite the HX. No such changes in electrical threshold
and conduction velocity were observed in fibers activated below the
hemisection (e.g., at L1) although a modest decline in the synaptic
potentials in motoneurons was observed from surviving axons
ipsilateral to the hemisection.

The responses evoked by VLF stimulation below the chronic
hemisection (Fig. 1) were probably elicited largely by intact ascending
and descending propriospinal fibers in the VLF (Jankowska et al.,
2003; Reed et al., 2006, 2008) extending from L1 to L5 and synapsing
with motoneurons (Petruska et al., 2007). Our studies provide little
information concerning the mechanism by which this change in
conduction occurs. Damage to the cord could result in inflammation
(reviewed in Hagg and Oudega, 2006; Donnelly and Popovich, 2008),
release of nitric oxide (reviewed in Kapoor et al., 1999), and other
pathological changes resulting in eventual dysfunction of axons
contralateral to the injury.

Previous in vivo studies using the contusion or compression
models (Blight, 1983; Felts et al., 1997; Kapoor et al., 1999; Nashmi
and Fehlings, 2001) have revealed similar declines in conduction
although the time course is very different. In contrast to the present
work where HX had an effect beginning only 1–2 weeks after the
injury, contusion or compression produces a virtually immediate
deficit in conduction which can display some recovery. These
discrepancies probably reflect the differences in the injury which in
the case of contusion or compression involves virtually the entire cord
unlike HX where the initial damage is more limited (see also
Siegenthaler et al. (2007) for comparison of transection and contusion
injuries). The conduction studies described here indicate that deficits
spread across the cord from the HX and to a limited extent to
segments below. Such changes might also occur after contusion or

Fig. 4. Analysis of the total and myelinated axon number in the spared white matter on the intact side. (a and b) Representative 60× (a) and Electron Microscope (b) images of the
whitematter (from labeled area in the insets). (c) Number of myelinated axons in the sparedwhitematter across fromHX. Notemarked decrease in the number of central myelinated
axons in the spared white matter on the intact side in chronic (2 weeks and 6 weeks post-HX) vs acute HX rats (pb0.05, one way non-parametric ANOVA).
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compression, but would be obscured by the changes taking place
immediately after injury.

The threshold and conduction velocity of the volleys recorded here
indicates that only the largest myelinated fibers were beingmonitored
in these experiments. We can say little about smaller fibers, which
may not have been affected to the same extent. Indeed, clinical
observations such as preservation of somatosensation associated with
the Brown Sequard syndrome indicate that numerous fibers contral-
ateral to a hemisection probably remain able to conduct through this
region.

The mechanisms underlying the changes in conduction observed
here are not clear at present. Our results suggest that fibers are present
in VLF contralateral to the HX as observed by quantification of axonal
profiles (Fig. 4). Some decline in the number of VLF axons as well as
demyelination was observed in the contralateral white matter with a

time course consistent with the electrophysiological changes mea-
sured here. The statistically significant difference observed between
the average G ratios of chronically injured animals and uninjured
controls (but not between acutely injured animals and controls)
indicates that in chronic rats there was a significant reduction in the
degree of myelination across all axons, and not just in the percentage
of axons that are myelinated. This change could contribute to the
observed loss of signal propagation at this time.

The reduction in myelin integrity may result from the death or
dysfunction of the myelinating glia associated with these axons;
oligodendrocytes have been shown to undergo apoptosis in regions
far removed from the primary site of contusion injury from days to
weeks post-injury (Shuman et al., 1997), a timeframe which would fit
well with the changes reported here. Following a loss of the original
myelinating glial cell and demyelination, the axons may then be
remyelinated by oligodendrocytes generated from endogenous pre-
cursors (Crang et al 2004), thus exhibiting thinner myelin sheaths.
Oligodendrocyte cell death has been shown to result in a decline of
myelin integrity and a consequential decline of signal propagation in
other SCI models (Keirstead et al., 2005). An extensive literature
demonstrates chronic demyelination of axons following spinal cord
injury in humans and in rat models, and suggests that remyelination
strategies may be a feasible approach for eliciting recovery of function
(Shuman et al., 1997; McTigue et al., 2000; Blight, 2002; Guest et al.,
2005; Black et al., 2006).

The reduction in the number of myelinated axons in this study
(about 40%) was not sufficiently great to account for the profound loss
of the shortest latency electrophysiological responses which are due
to volleys in myelinated fibers. This suggests that the surviving fibers
had other deficits, e.g., in transmembrane ionic gradients or in Na
channel function as has been suggested for the decline in conduction
following compression injuries (Shi and Blight, 1996; Schwartz and
Fehlings, 2001). This could lead to conduction blocks or a decline in
conduction velocity which would desynchronize the action potential
volleys making them more difficult to detect. The decreased synaptic
response may have been due additionally to diminished synaptic
transmission on target cells as has been observed for spinal synapses
of afferent fibers that have been transected (Eccles et al., 1959;
Mendell et al., 1995).

The 2-week time point, when the decline of transmission through
the contralateral VLF had reached a maximum, marked the end of
spontaneous locomotor recovery of hindlimb function (Fig. 5).
Numerous additional studies have shown that spontaneous recovery
of hindlimb function and locomotor recovery ends 2 weeks after
lateral HX (Webb and Muir, 2004; Ballermann and Fouad, 2006; Park
et al., 2007; Courtine et al., 2008). Anatomical and behavioral studies
indicate that the degree of locomotor recovery following a lesion of
the spinal cord is directly correlated with the number of fibers
remaining in the ventrolateral spinal cord, thus pointing to the role of
these fibers in motor function (You et al., 2003). Robust spontaneous
locomotor recovery during the first 2 weeks post lateral HX has been
attributed to recovery from the initial spinal shock and enhanced
anatomical plasticity of propriospinal/reticulospinal relay connections
(Bareyre et al., 2004; Ballermann and Fouad, 2006; Courtine et al.,
2008). However, it is not clear from these previous studies if the
strengthened anatomical projections establish functional connections
to lumbar motoneurons. The importance of these anatomical projec-
tions in determining the extent of recovery after HX adds significance
to the present results. Here we show an association between the loss
of functionality of the ipsilateral and contralateral projections in the
largest fibers in the white matter through the segment of the HX and
the sustained deficits in locomotor function of both hindlimbs while
performing challenging behavioral tasks (Fig. 5).

In conclusion, this study is the first demonstration of the delayed
decline of transmission through surviving descending axons to
individual lumbar MNs induced by chronic incomplete spinal cord

Fig. 5. Spontaneous recovery of locomotor function of both ipsilateral and contralateral
to HX hindlimbs plateaus at about 2 weeks post-HX. In addition to BBB open-field
locomotion score, more challenging tests, Narrowing Beam and Horizontal Irregular
Ladder, were used to assess hindlimb function ipsilateral and contralateral to the lesion.
Data plotted as means±SEM with pb0.05 for all values at post-HX time points vs pre-
operation values. BBB-scoring during 1st week post-HX revealed that all rats start with
a very similar handicap (lesion severity). Note that function recovers spontaneously up
to day 14 in all three tests, and after that the recovery plateaus.
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injury in adult rats. These findings may be useful experimentally since
they provide a readily measured end point to evaluate strategies
designed to minimize secondary effects of injuries.

Also, since clinical correlations in spinal cord-injured patients have
demonstrated the validity of the rodent model for the study of
neurological dysfunction after acute and chronic injuries (reviewed in
Gramsbergen, 2001; Lou et al., 2007), our results suggest that in order
to minimize and/or reverse developing conduction deficits, an
appropriate treatment to minimize disruption of functional transmis-
sion by fibers surviving the injury should be introduced as soon as
possible after the initial injury. However, the optimal timing for such
treatment might be quite different in humans due to their larger size.
This will require further evaluation.
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